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Drones and drone software are developing 
rapidly, and while the new technology creates 
a wealth of opportunities, it also brings a 
number of new risks.

G4S has high expectations for the future of 
drone technology and the business related 
opportunities that the technology brings. In 
this context, the G4S Academy has developed 
this guide, that can contribute to ensuring the 
technology is implemented in the best possible 
way, and deployed in the right circumstances.

We have created two guides on Detecting 
and Countering Drone Intrusions. This guide 
is part 1, and primarily focuses on the 
basics of drone technology and Part 2 is 
a more detailed guide on the different 
technologies, threats and risks as well 
as neutralisation.

1.  INTRODUCTION
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Many different types and sizes of drones exist, from 
fixed wing drones to single or multirotor versions, and 
hybrids of these types too. Each drone has individual 
benefits, and when choosing a drone, it is important to 
consider its purpose.

For instance, a drone with eight arms/rotors 
(Octocopter) has a better payload capacity than a 
comparable drone with four arms/rotors (Quadcopter). 
If you want several cameras on one drone, you have to 
make sure that it can carry the weight and at the same 
time also maintain its stability when flying. Furthermore, 
if the drone is required to fly long distances, then you 
need larger batteries, which likewise will have an impact 
on the weight and the stability of the drone. Another 
type of drones are the high-speed gasoline-powered 
helicopters with a flight endurance up to 6 hours and 
carrying payloads up to 5 kg. Therefore, it is important 
to clarify your needs before investing in a drone.

Developing technology
The technology used for all drones is developing rapidly. 
The latest versions are packed with everything from the 
highest resolution cameras with live streaming to ‘sense 
& avoid’ technologies, ensuring that a drone does not fly 
into various objects along its route.

A “standard” drone solution roughly consists of a 
motor, propeller/wings, GPS, altimeter, accelerometer, 
gyroscope, compass, data link (for communication), 
battery or batteries and remote control. There is 
redundancy in all parts of the most recent drones - 
from GPS to batteries. 

Technology that previously was earmarked for the 
military is now easily accessible to everyone, at an ever-
decreasing price.

2. DRONE TECHNOLOGY
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Drone software and application development are 
continuing, and today it is possible to manage a 
drone autonomously and automatically through 
a pre-programmed route, where the drone itself 
avoids any obstacles along the way.

When choosing a drone solution, it can be 
advantageous to choose a solution including 
software that makes it possible to establish a 
GEOfence in the flight zone of the drone, so 
it is restricted to only fly in the permitted 
area. Furthermore, it is important that 
the data collected from the drone 
and camera are stored in a data 
environment that is General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
compliant in regards to the 
rules for storing personal 
data and recordings. It is 
also essential to have a 
valid data processor 
agreement with your 
software provider.
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The rapid developments within drone technology 
are setting high demands for the legislation, aiming 
to ensure that new drones and systems are used 
responsibly. Therefore, there continues to be much 
activity in the legislative field in regards to drones 
across the world. 

Today, regulations may vary from country to country 
but for Europe, the European Commission implemented 
the EU regulation 2019/947 on the rules and procedures 
for the operation of unmanned aircraft. This regulation 
imposes, among others, users of all drones > 800g to 

register the ID of the drone, the ID of the user, the 
purpose of the flight, height, speed, location, brand, etc.

Many of these regulations are common - operating 
drones at night, beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS), flying 
over people or large crowds - but derogations need to 
be asked and approved by local authorities.

The drone technology will develop further and the 
“European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)” will continue 
to ensure that this is translated into new adapted 
European regulations.

3. REGULATIONS AND LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
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When you are using drones, many external 
factors will have an impact. The weather, in 
particular, has a big influence on whether or not 
your drone can be used. Fog and heavy rain can 
be an issue due to the pilot’s limited visibility. 
The same issue applies to darkness.

In this situation, however, there are several 
solutions which would make the flight possible 
including thermal or infrared cameras and a light 
on the drone. Night flying might require a special 
permit, exam and authorisation.

A drone is also sensitive to wind speed, which 
varies depending on the location of the drone. 
That means that the wind speed close to the 
ground is not necessarily the same as the wind 
speed 50 metres above the ground, and similarly 
the wind speed can change further in 100 metres 
altitude. The wind conditions may also change 
when flying close to buildings due to turbulence 
or wind tunnels. This is, amongst others, the 
reason why a drone pilot has to be prepared to 
disrupt a flight at any time, if the conditions at 
the location change in an undesired way.

4.  DRONES AND USAGE
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G4S is currently working on a number of solutions 
where drones are used, such as the patrolling and 
supervision of harbour areas and construction sites, 
or the supervision and patrolling of large perimeters. 
G4S also uses drones for inspection tasks tailored to 
customers’ needs and logistical tasks, such as loading 
and localisation of goods, trailers and containers for 
optimisation of flow and outdoor storage. Other 
examples include a security professional / drone 
security setup for inspections and response to 
security breaches, varied facility management tasks 
(roofs, drains, tall chimneys, cables, etc.), alarm patrol 
response (Response Security Professionals) and search 
for missing persons.

The use of drones can create both great security and 
business value. At the same time, drones can be used 
as part of a company’s value chain, supporting the 
company’s KPIs in quality, documentation, logistics and 
inspection.

If the legislative regulations allow, it is possible to 
supplement video surveillance with a camera-equipped 
drone. The drone has the capacity to perform flights 
according to pre-programmed time schedules, but it can 
also be managed remotely from a surveillance centre, 
if for instance, you would like a picture of an incident 
happening in the area at the exact time.

A tethered drone
This drone is, at all times, provided with power 
through a cable. All controlling and picture signals are 
transferred through this cable. The drone has a limited 
reach, but it is very well suited as a substitute for a 
moveable camera mounted on a mast or a tethered 
balloon.

If the drone is located on the roof of a building, it will 
take off vertically from the rooftop, up to a reasonable 
altitude, where it will take pictures of the surrounding 
area. This can be done automatically according to a 
predefined time schedule or manually. When the drone 
is not in the air and is active, it will be hidden from its 
surroundings and from any nearby troublemakers.

An autonomous drone
This is what we call a “drone-in-a-box”, which operates 
fully autonomously with an automated takeoff and a 
very precise automated landing feature. The “box” 
recharges and protects the drone between missions.

It’s ready to fly anytime, having the station directly 
connected to a Video Management System, and 
centrally, connected to the Security Risk Operating 
Centre where a security professional can remotely 
monitor the flight. Pre-designed scheduled missions or 
flights can be interrupted by the security professional 
if needed. The HD camera and thermal camera live 
stream the images, even at night or in a low light 
condition.   

5. USING DRONES AT G4S
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Surveillance cannot solely depend 
on drones due to the fact that 
bad weather conditions can inhibit 
the drones from flying. Drones 
should always be considered as an 
integral part of the overall total 
security management, and not 
used as a stand-alone security 
solution.
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When you open the door to new possibilities, you 
often also open the door for new risks. This is also the 
case when talking about drones - and the development 
and application of anti-drone technology is therefore 
essential in dealing with drones.

Anti-drone technologies are primarily focused on the 
protection of prisons, fence and perimeter surveillance, 
and protection of public buildings and embassies. 
The market is full of actions, aiming to secure against 
unwanted drones - everything from net guns to 
jamming components. The challenge in this context is 
two-fold. Firstly, regulations in some countries do not 
allow jamming of signals in any way. The reason for 
this is that the law is aiming to protect all the wireless 
components surrounding us in our everyday lives. 
Society considers this of higher value than the fight 
against unwanted drones. Secondly, net guns are very 
limited in their range, and therefore, they are not very 
efficient when it comes to longer distances.

Warning systems
Warning systems are the best suggestion for protection 
against unwelcome drones. Most warning systems are 
based on radio frequency (2,4GHZ and 5,8GHZ). The 
systems listen for drone controlling signals (from remote 
control to drone) and video signals (from drone to 
remote control). The systems are often combined with 
video cameras that are able to detect and verify drones.

Warning systems are not a stand-alone solution. This 
means that the systems are not capable of keeping 
drones out of a given area, but able to inform about 
drones entering the area. For this method to have any 
real effect, there must also be some kind of response 
associated with the alert. For instance, this could be a 
security professional, who is able to follow the drone 
and intervene at the right time.

Relevant functions in anti-drone solutions include real-
time drone discovery and alarm, active response and 
protection and surveillance, recordings and event reports

6. ANTI-DRONE TECHNOLOGY
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7. CONCLUSION

There is no doubt that the usage of drones for various security tasks 
will develop in the coming years, and at G4S we work closely with 
drones and drone prevention technologies and solutions.

The legislation is falling behind the technology, and is therefore 
causing restrictions on the full potential of drones, but here too we 
are starting to see changes. Our recommendation is to always use 
educated drone pilots in all drone related contexts, ensuring that the 
technology is applied correctly and according to all requirements, laws 
and regulations.
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8. POSTSCRIPT

This guide Principal Security Effects was written and 
produced by the G4S Academy. 

This guide may contain forward-looking statements 
including statements regarding our intent, belief or 
current expectations with respect to the physical 
security services businesses and operations. Readers 
are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these 
forward-looking statements. 

The intention of this guide is not to present a complete 
and all-encompassing view on Principal Security Effects, 
but to elaborate and provide qualitative insights from 
G4S experts as a thought-starter for the creation of the 
security future of your organisation.

The information provided by G4S in this guide is 
for general informational purposes only. We make 
no representation or warranty of any kind, express 
or implied, regarding the accuracy, adequacy, 
validity, reliability, availability or completeness of any 
information. Under no circumstance shall we have 
any liability to you for any loss or damage of any kind 
incurred as a result of the use of or reliance on any 
information provided in this presentation.

Following our G4S Academy approach “Knowledge 
Created Together” and “Value Created Together”, 
we would appreciate your feedback and insights on 
this guide. Together we know more. Please email us 
your thoughts, agreements, and disagreements to this 
address info@G4SAcademy.com.

This guide and any dispute or claim (including non-
contractual disputes or claims) arising out of or in 
connection with it or its subject matter or formation 
shall be governed by and construed in accordance with 
the law of England and Wales. The courts of England 
and Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any 
dispute or claim (including non-contractual disputes 
or claims) arising out of or in connection with this 
document or its subject matter or formation.

G4S 

G4S is the world’s leading global, integrated security 
company. We offer a broad range of security services 
delivered on a single, multi-service or integrated basis 
across six continents.

Our growing focus on integrated, technology-enabled 
solutions creates additional security and efficiency 
benefits to customers and increases our ability to 
differentiate G4S’s offering in the security market, which 
in turn supports our goal of accelerating profitable 
growth.  

Our businesses are segmented into four core services 
– Secure Solutions, Cash Solutions, Risk Consulting 
Services and Care and Justice Services.

Please note that the solutions mentioned in this guide 
are not available in G4S North America or G4S Latin 
America.
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G4S ACADEMY 

The G4S Academy is a platform within G4S that allows us to work 
more collaboratively with our customers, suppliers, partners and other 
stakeholders to create knowledge and value together.

The G4S Academy’s mission is to create and share knowledge based 
on our global expertise that will reinforce how we provide safety, 
security and enhance value for our customers

Security and safety has become a fundamental component of business 
operations. Many of our traditional customers are changing their 
focus from managing safety and security to fuelling business 
growth. This is one of the biggest challenges that executives in 
the security industry face today and this is forcing all of us to 
communicate our value in a completely new way. 

Through the G4S Academy, we are able to create a 
culture that challenges traditional security thinking, 
embraces technological change and predicts future 
security demands by leveraging our knowledge 
and expertise and sharing it with security 
professionals. We’re committed to providing 
relevant, up-to-date content across a variety 
of media.

Find out more about the G4S 
Academy at https://www.g4s.com/
what-we-do/g4s-academy 
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